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CHAPTER I
THE REVISION OF THR RULE

	Upon the death of the founder, the choice of the electors fell upon His Excellency Raphael Bonamie, Archbishop of Smyrna, who was elected superior general on May 4, 1837. 
	The Most Reverend Peter Dominic Raphael Bonamie was a man of keen intelligence, of frank and jovial character, very warmhearted towards his friends, devoted to the Congregation, full of zeal for the glory of God and the salvation of souls, straightforward and simple in his disposition. Timid by nature, his will was inflexible in the face of injustice or disorder, to such an extent that he became hard and uncompromising in the defense of his rights, and at times forgot that the simplicity of the dove should be joined to the prudence of the serpent. This lack of flexibility was an abundant source of unfortunate consequences for him as well as for others, all through his life. 
	At Troyes, during the parochial missions which he conducted with much success, he was confronted with a Gallican bishop, with whom he had many disagreements and whose presence he could not tolerate.
All these disagreements which overwhelm us with grief, he wrote the Good Father on March 23, 1828, have obliged me to have three conferences with the bishop during which the interchanges were vigorous and animated on both sides. It would be impossible for me to relate the details by letter. His Excellency and his council, especially Father Le Grand, have said such painful things to me, that I told them I did not feel in any mood to undergo such attacks, and consequently that I was going to ask you to grant me a transfer.

	At Paris, where he went as prior to restore the authority which had completely collapsed under his predecessor, he had the correction of certain abuses which had crept in there so much at heart, that only the kindness and prudence of the good father brought him to write these words:
My letter of yesterday must have grieved you very much, for I can readily see now that if I feel annoyances in the office which you have given me, you must feel them even more. Kindly excuse, then, my Good Father, the sharp and disrespectful manner with which I wrote to you. My expressions were resentful due to the pain and indignation which I felt.

	The revolution of July, 1830, broke up the community at Picpus. The prior sought asylum with his family at Albas. However, he did not stay there long. An obedience from the founder moved him to the major seminary of Tours. He writes about all this to his friend, Father Leonce, on September 8, 1830:
I want to let you know, if you are not already aware of it, that your traveling companion received orders ten days ago, to go "immediately, without delay, without reflection," to Tours, to replace Father Felix. Your companion left immediately, and has been at Tours for four days, but he is almost certain that he will not replace Father Felix, at least, not in that most painful of positions (the office of superior).
	
	A month later, writing again to his friend, Father Leonce, he added further details.
	I have already mentioned that, having spent fifteen days in the country, I  received an urgent note, according to which I had to go to Tours in order to replace Father Felix. Actually, I am now at Tours, but, most fortunately for me, and also perhaps for the others, I do not have to succeed Father Felix. His place was offered and was accepted immediately upon his resignation… 
	In the mean time I had to be given an appointment. I was offered the chair of moral theology, which I could not refuse. So here I am waiting for someone to come listen to me. The date for resuming classes has been fixed for All Saints Day, or some one of the first days of the month of November. We shall see when we get there.
	I have not received any news from Paris, nor have my friends heard anything either. I only know that Mr. Lucas, (Father Hilarion) whose lovely manners, and handsome figure you well know, has added even more to his attractiveness by wearing the newest habit. They say, and I can almost believe it, that the very sight of him is enough to put the most fearless ruffian to flight. They say he could even scare the devil. 
	On the 10th of December, he again wrote to Father Leonce as follows:
To begin with, let me tell you that I am fine, that I have a nice place, good food, plenty of heat, and that I am getting along well with all my colleagues. The students are not bad, nor are they difficult to please. So much for the material side. As for my spiritual life, God knows how that is. Let us pray for one another that everything will continue to be fine.
	One year later, on January 16, 1832, he shows that he is still contented at Tours. He writes to the same Father Leonce as follows:
I wish a happy New Year to dear Jerome also, and congratulate him on his new dignity. I have heard that he would like very much to oust me, to tumble me from my chair as professor. So I shall pass my life tumbling. However, it seems to me that he has taken quite a tumble himself.
Be that as it may, tell him that I do not fear him in the least, because I have delved deeply into the 'Digest,' the 'Code,' the 'Pandects,' the 'Novelles of Justinian,' and the 'Sext' right up to the articles on modern civil law, which fixes the 'jus in re' and the 'jus ad rem' as well as the 'possessio,' `adjectio,' and 'alluvio' and even more, should need be. 
	This gay and peaceful life was not to last too long. The month of July brought him the news of his nomination to the bishopric of Bagdad. His reply to the Good Father is the manifestation of the state of his soul to this moment.
What can I say of the overwhelming position in which I am placed? My only desire is to accept whatever God's plans may be for me, my only fear is that I might contradict them. I am quite aware of my lack of much virtue, zeal and  knowledge. This causes me to tremble. Poverty, fatigue, and other corporal privations do not bother me in the least. But the responsibility for the spiritual, that is my greatest concern. 
You think, Father, that I should accept. Since it is through the voice of the superior that God expresses his holy will, I must consider your invitation as the express desire of God. Thus, I accept and I beseech God to be pleased with the sacrifice I make to him on my whole self.
	When the time arrived to choose his official seal, he remembered that he was a religious of the Sacred Hearts. Their image, the same as the Congregation had adopted for its scapular appeared on his coat of arms with this one difference, that the first place was occupied by the Sacred Heart of Jesus.
	Bishop Bonamie tried in vain to reunite his diocese. The Holy See then transferred him to the archdiocese of Smyrna, where he very soon displayed the apostolic zeal which devoured his soul. In France, the small group of his detractors did not spare him. But, as usual in such cases, distance changed these detractions to calumnies. He complained of this in a letter to one of his friends on July 27, 1836, and he concluded his defense in these words:
As for the rest, God knows my feelings on this point as well as on the others. However, my accusers shall never succeed in proving that things are as they like to describe them. The time will come when their calumnies, as well as their odious interpretations and their vile intrigues, shall be known. I pray that the divine mercy will not allow these wretches to persevere much longer in a way so opposed to charity, and so contrary to the good of the Congregation. Pray too, my friend, not that I will be delivered from these calumnies with which I am pursued, for it is a cross which can be meritorious for me if I am able to bear it, but pray God that the Congregation will not have to suffer because of those who persecute me. May those very persecutors be restored to the Sacred Hearts, and cease defaming a brother who loves them, and who, despite all his troubles, believes that he too, as a brother, has some right to their affection.
	He was at Smyrna, in the midst of missionary activities, when Father Alexander brought him the news of his election, which had been approved by the Holy See. Immediately, he left for Rome and presented his resignation from his see, which was accepted, although he was given the title of Archbishop of Calcedon. He then left for France. Upon arriving at Florence, he sent his first circular letter, dated September 16, 1837, to the whole Congregation. In this letter, we find the following significant statements:
We might be considered seriously negligent in the duty imposed upon us, as well as in affection and understanding, if, in our first letter to you, we were to fail to do all in our power to persuade you to remember always in your prayers, him whom we lovingly call our Good Father, and who possessed all the outstanding qualities of a truly good father. His kindness, his charity, and all the other virtues in which he excelled, should give us confidence that Our Lord will have received him in his eternal tabernacles. But, this sweet confidence must not deter us from continuing to beseech that the infinite mercy of God, the supreme judge, who according to Sacred Scripture, finds stains in the purest stars, may descend upon him. May we also remember constantly in our prayers her whom Our Lord chose to toil so efficaciously in his vineyard, and who, until the end of her life continued without ceasing in the work of the Lord. Both of them, dear brothers and sisters, have as it were, given us birth in religion, since they have obtained for us the inestimable advantage of becoming the privileged children of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary 
Our manner of thinking on the subject of the government of the Congregation is the same as we made known during the time we fulfilled the function of prior in the motherhouse. Our feelings in this regard have not changed in any way whatsoever. To tend continually through the observation of the rules towards the four goals which our Congregation proposes, to give every possible occasion to each of its members, that he might exercise the talent given him by divine providence, to sympathize with frailty, to encourage those who show good will, to resist with force any arrogant insubordination, and to do everything which will help in any way to conserve peace and harmony, the fruits of good order, among us - such, our dear brothers, is the path which we intend to follow, and which, God willing, we shall follow to the end. And you too, dear sisters, you shall be the object of our solicitude. In accord with your Reverend Mother, and to the extent that our holy rules prescribe and allow, we shall strive to facilitate the practice of the virtues which are most especially suitable to the Zealots of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary… 
	There could be no more efficacious way of accomplishing this plan than the convocation of a General Chapter, since the last such meeting had been in the year 1824. The Superior General could take an account of the state of the Congregation, of the abuses to be corrected, the remedies to be used, the initiatives to be stimulated, the directives to be given in order to promote the paternal government of superiors, the filial obedience of subjects and a spirit of charity and union among all. 
	Archbishop Bonamie went even further in his plans. He wanted the Chapter to take up the revision of the Rule. Hence in an ordinance, dated  May 24, 1834, he gave his council charge of preparing this project.
The approach of the General Chapter, which we have decided to convene for this coming September, makes it necessary to prepare the matters to be considered. In order to facilitate arriving at decisions a clear and precise report of the additions and corrections needed by our holy rules must be drawn up. The visitation of our houses does not permit that we occupy ourselves with this task. Hence it is our desire that you occupy yourselves particularly with this matter… 
	This enterprise was too important for its preparation to be limited solely to the efforts of the council. He wanted the cooperation of all the brothers. Hence, he wrote as follows to his prior on the 2nd of June: 
Tell the good Brother Hilarion that I thank him for his brief letter and that I would like him to write in my name to all the houses, requesting them to reflect seriously on all the points of the rule which need explanation, change, etc., and to notify me by letter of the results of these reflections, thus preparing in advance everything which could be proposed at the General Chapter.
	A month later, on July 3rd, he again wrote to Father Hilarion, concerning the house at Cahors:
I admire the patience and zeal of the council members. It is very long and monotonous work, but a very useful one. Let them continue with this important assignment, and tell them that since they wish to chain me down upon my return, they must not complain if I am now profiting by my liberty.
	The Chapter actually assembled at the same time as that of the sisters, on September 1, 1838, with the attendance of all who were most representative of the Congregation. Later on, Archbishop Bonamie wrote:

If our founder could have appeared in the midst of us... there would have been joy in his heart at the sight of his elect, the guardians of his confidence, those of his children of France who are the most understanding of, and the most devoted to, the prosperity of his work. 
	It is unnecessary to go into detail here concerning the achievements of this important assembly. However, we must relate two facts which speak most eloquently of the place given to devotion to the Sacred Hearts in our Congregation. The first is the decision taken in the 25th meeting of the Chapter, held on September 28th:
The feasts of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, of the Holy Heart of Mary and of the Patronage of St. Joseph will be celebrated with solemnity in all the houses of the Congregation, as being the principal feasts proper to the institute.
	No less remarkable are the words which we read in the circular letter sent to the whole Congregation on October 29th, to announce the coming to an end of the work of the Chapter.
While giving thanks to God, my dear brothers and sisters, let us not cease to ask him always with fervent prayers, through the intercession of the Most Blessed Virgin Mary, that he will constantly look favorably upon us. Let us strive never to be unworthy of His grace. Prove through your spirit of obedience, through your detachment, that you are the children of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
	The new rule was approved by the Holy See. The Sacred Congregation, however, found that the rules enacted in the General Chapter of the sisters were not quite perfect. Thus Archbishop Bonamie was charged by the Sacred Congregation with the task of drafting a rule and presenting it for approbation. He set about this task with great zeal. He sought the cooperation of all the sisters. Having before him all their suggestions, he drew up a draft which he sent to all the houses of the sisters. He requested that having made a serious study of it, and meditated upon it before God, they make any changes which they might consider suitable, and then return it to him. After all this work was completed, he made a final copy and forwarded it to Rome for approval.
	A circular letter of January 26, 1842, announced this great achievement to the Congregation. 
You will be happy to learn, dearest sisters, that this task has finally been completed. We have requested our dear son, Father Ephrem Lafont, who is going to Rome with Bishop de Nilopolis, to present the draft of your rule to the Holy See for final approval. The announcement of this news is made to you so that you might offer fervent prayers that Our Lord will enlighten the members of the Sacred Congregation of Religious who will have to examine our work, and that he will inspire them to make any necessary additions, corrections, or changes which might be necessary for the good of the Congregation of which we are fortunate enough to be members.

	In general, you have all applauded the rule which was presented to you, believing you have seen in it the spirit of our venerable founders, together with the consolidation of the work which they began and a more detailed way of arriving at the goal which they have set forth. However, we must be on our guard against having too much confidence in some things which, to us, may seem to be good and perfectly just and reasonable. God's thoughts very often differ with those of his creatures and so each one of you should strive, not that your own opinions will prevail, but to obtain through fidelity the grace, by the practice of religious virtues, and through constant and fervent prayer, that Our Lord will manifest his merciful designs for our Congregation, setting forth for it, as he has always done for his people, the rules which it should follow to assure the salvation of its members and to propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, thereby contributing to the sanctification of a great multitude of souls.

CHAPTER II

THE GENERAL CHAPTER 1843


	Chapter five of the constitutions, approved through a decree of January 10, 1817, and solemnly confirmed by the Bull "Pastor Aeternus", establishes in the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts an Exterior Association after the fashion of a third order. It states in its final article: "The General Chapter of 1819 will regulate the conditions necessary for membership in this Association."
	When the time came the Chapter carefully studied the question, and made this decision:
The General Chapter, aware of the adverse circumstances under which religion labors at present in France, did not permit that any rule be given the Exterior Association, as previously planned in articles 46, 47, 48 and 49 of the statutes. Such rules at this time would only expose the many establishments of the Congregation to the attention of the enemy. Until order is again established in France, no decisions will be made in this matter.
	The Chapter of 1824 simply made this decision: "The Exterior Association will have St. John Francis Regis for its patron, in all the houses of the Congregation." The Chapter of 1838 merely repeated the text of the rule of 1825.
	The fourth General Chapter convened at the house in Paris on September 1, 1843. Despite the internal difficulties which the Congregation was experiencing at the time, Archbishop Bonamie believed that the time had come for establishing a rule for the Exterior Association. A commission was nominated for this task at the third meeting of the Chapter. This commission was composed of the Fathers Isidore David, Martin Calmet, and Macarius Pergot. On September 19th the work of this commission was read and approved by the Chapter.
	The regulations began by establishing the nature of the Association, in compliance with the articles of the rule, and then added:
The Exterior Association, then, shall be erected as far as possible wherever there may be houses of the Congregation. 
	As regards organization:
The Association shall have a superior and a council. The superior of the house will always be the superior of the Exterior Association. As soon as the association comprises at least fifteen members, seminarians being excluded as also students from colleges or other houses of training, members who live too far away, and persons whose occupations are of such a nature as to hinder them from regular attendance at monthly meetings and general assemblies, the members by plurality vote, shall elect from among themselves, a council composed of five members, namely, a president, two assistants, a treasurer and a secretary.
	Then, "at least once a year there shall be a general assembly at which as many members of the Association as possible shall be present;" in addition, "there shall be a meeting once a month, at which all the associates shall assist as often as possible." These assemblies and meetings shall always be brought to a close with the invocation of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. The ceremonial for the admission of associates is of particular significance. 
On the day on which an associate is admitted, a Mass, to which all the associates have been invited, shall be offered. Immediately following the Mass the person who is to be received shall kneel at the foot of the altar, and with a candle in hand shall make the following act of consecration: "I resolve to honor the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary all the days of my life; to cause others to honor them in so far as I can; to make reparation by the practice of good works for the crimes committed against them by sinners, and to observe exactly the rule of the pious association of which I am about to have the honor of becoming a member. In the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost. Amen."
	Another beautiful part of the initiation is the imposition of the little scapular of the Sacred Hearts. It must be blessed by the priest with this prayer:
Behold, we beseech thee, 0 God of all mercy, the Sacred Heart of thy beloved Son, in whom thou hast been well pleased; behold the most Holy Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which thou hast willed to be absolutely pure from all stain of sin and adorned with all virtues, and bless and sanctify this scapular, so that thy servant, wearing it at all times on his breast, might merit to become like to the most sweet Hearts of Jesus and Mary, and so complete his union with them. 
	Tire priest then places the scapular on the neck of the new associate, and says the following prayer:
We beseech thee, 0 Lord, to hear our supplications, and to bless thy servant, upon whom, in thy holy name, we are about to place the habit of holy religion. Grant that through the assistance of Thy holy grace, he will persevere in his consecration to the Sacred Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ, thy Son and to the most Holy Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary, and thus merit life everlasting.

	The duties of the associates follow from their union with the Congregation of the Sacred Hearts.
The associates shall be mindful that they are not to be content with exterior practices. Above all, they shall strive to bring down upon themselves the blessings of God, through the practices of Christian virtues. 
They shall not forget that their aim is to spread true devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, and to imitate the four ages of the life of Our Lord Jesus Christ; his childhood, his hidden life, his evangelical life, and his crucified life. They shall imitate the hidden life of Jesus  Christ by avoiding those amusements which might be dangerous to their faith and morals, and by frequently visiting Our Lord Jesus Christ in the most Blessed. Sacrament of the altar, especially on Sundays and holydays.
They shall imitate the evangelical life of Our Lord Jesus Christ by listening with respect and attention to the word of God, and by doing all in their power, to instruct the ignorant and to restore sinners to virtue. They shall imitate the crucified life of Our Lord Jesus Christ by practicing, according to their state in life, the works of Christian mortification. They shall visit the poor, the sick, and prisoners in order to encourage and console them, and they shall, insofar as they are able, obtain for them whatever assistance they may require…
The association will have three principal feasts: the feast of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the feast of the Holy Heart of Mary, and the feast of St. John Francis Regis.
 
	This rule had to be submitted for the approval of the Holy See. This fact is stated by the Superior General in his circular letter of December 20, 1843.
	 The work of our General Chapter limited itself to: #3 the organizing of the Exterior Association of our Congregation, by establishing its rule and special practices of piety, which shall be submitted to the Holy See for approval, so that the indulgences already granted to the Congregation might be more easily gained by the faithful who are members of this Exterior Association.
	Unfortunately, this rule of the Exterior Association was never presented to the Holy Father. Undoubtedly, this was due to the critical circumstances in which the Congregation found itself at that time.
	The "Draft of the Rule," drawn up by Archbishop Bonamie by order of the Holy See, was not accepted by the Mother General. Her refusal divided the Congregation into two parts, directed by the two Superiors General. This stubborn opposition placed the unity of the whole institute in jeopardy.
	Anxiety concerning this was evident in the circular letter of July 7, 1843, which was written to assemble the General Chapter.
In the second place, you should pray in a very special manner that the Holy Spirit may animate all the members, that all may agree to do their utmost toward consolidating the work so happily begun by our venerable founders. Every day you should beseech the adorable Heart of Jesus through the Immaculate Heart of Mary to banish forever any idea of separation between the two branches of our Congregation. Earnestly entreat them to bring understanding to those brothers and sisters who as yet do not realize that so to divide our work would weaken it, arrest its development and ultimately destroy it. May they realize that this would be the result of their insistence that there should not be annexed to an evidently incomplete rule, certain articles which are absolutely necessary in order to determine the harmony which should exist between superiors, to establish a consistent method of administration, and at the same time to determine as clearly as possible the duties which each one is obliged to perform.
	The steps taken by the members of the General Chapter to restore tranquility did not have a single satisfactory result and both factions brought their complaints to Rome seeking a solution. Because of this Archbishop Bonamie wrote his circular letter of December 20, 1843.
	After reading this document, we regret the author could not, or perhaps would not, complete the doctrine on the purpose and spirit of our institute, by writing other similar documents. He did not do so, however, and we would be wrong in supposing that the aim and spirit of our institute is limited to what he has said on this occasion. Not only in this circular letter, but in all the writings of Archbishop Bonamie we find the stamp of controversy. Not only does he limit his choice to principles and facts which suit his fancy, but he draws only those conclusions, at times somewhat extreme, which he needs for the defense of his thesis.
	In the beginning of his circular letter he states its purpose.
The purpose of this letter...is not to inform you of the closing of the General Chapter, of which you are already aware, nor is it to acquaint you with the results of that Chapter… Preferably, we shall call your attention... to a point which is of greatest concern to the whole Congregation, whether we would consider it in its members taken individually, or whether we were to consider it in the members as a group, that is as a society with its government, its rules, its aim, and its methods of procedure.
This very important point is non-other than 'unity' which for each member of the Congregation ought to be summed up in evangelical simplicity and as regards the institute in general in its members being submissive to the same authority, having as their purpose the same goal and attaining it by the same means.
May we say then to each brother and to each sister in particular: ‘If you wish to conform faithfully to your vocation, and be worthy of being called a child of the Sacred Hearts, live in unity, that is to say in simplicity, for this beautiful virtue should characterize the members of our institute.’
May we say to all the brothers and to all the sisters in general: ‘If you wish this body of which you are the members to continue in existence, and if you wish to participate in its growth, strive to maintain it in unity, for, without unity it could neither grow nor continue to exist. Consequently, unity is most necessary for each member, and unity is necessary for the whole body.’
In order that we might form the proper concept of this unity which we claim to be most necessary for each member of our Congregation, we should bear always in mind the model par excellence which has been given to us. The more we are acquainted with Him, the more shall we realize that His virtues and His perfections are infinite only because they are simple, and that they are simple only through the unity of intention which directs them, the unity of purpose towards which they tend. Their sole motive is the love of God; their sole intention the glory of God; their only purpose the accomplishment of God's holy will, and this intention, this motive, this purpose, are absolutely one and the same thing. Our success, our sanctification, our welfare and also the motive, the intention and the purpose which cause Jesus Christ to act, but his love for us is no more than a consequence of his love for his Father. Our welfare, our sanctification are in complete accord with the glory of God; our success is assured in the will of God. Everything then, is recapitulated in the virtues and perfections of Jesus Christ through a perfect unity.
This very unity which is the mother of simplicity is likewise manifest in Jesus Christ in his practice of the virtues, because they are neither preceded, nor followed by, any calculation, by any deviation, by any personal interest. During His mortal life here on earth He practiced them through a mere impulse of His holy will, without premeditation, with no rule other than the Spirit of God. In all His operations, everything was direct, everything ascended to His Father, nothing remained with Him, nor did He expect anything in return. He claimed nothing for Himself, either from God or from men. He gave Himself up completely to His Father who was His sole end. ( P. Grou, "Interieur de Jesus et de Marie.")
In man, just as in Jesus Christ, dear brothers and sisters, simplicity is embodied in unity of purpose, of motive, and of action. The practice of simplicity, then, following the example of Christ, means to act always with the same motive, intention and purpose, that is, to have God for the beginning and the end of all our actions at all times. Hence, in order to possess simplicity, we should act in such a way that in all our interior and exterior transactions we might be restored to this unity. Whence it follows, that acting purely out of human motives, or speaking and working only to elevate oneself is a complete digression from simplicity.
This virtue, so much more sublime because of its inherence in the nature of God, so much the more amiable because it is inseparable from sincerity and loyalty, so much the more advantageous, since it brings peace with it as well as joy and happiness, is presented to us there as a claim to a reward from God, as a source of strength against the enemies of salvation, and as an indispensable condition which must be fulfilled in order to gain heaven. Abimelech did something which was apparently deserving of death. He was actually threatened with death by the Lord, but, the king showed the Lord that he had acted thus in all simplicity and because of his motive the Lord spared him. 'I know that thou didst it with a sincere heart therefore have I preserved thee.' ( Gen. XX, 6) 
If the patriarch Jacob obtained the blessing of his father in preference to Esau; if he saw the mysterious ladder on top of which he saw the Lord; if in his struggle with an angel he was victorious; if his name was given to God's chosen people, then he owes all these precious advantages to the simplicity of his heart. 'Jacob was a plain man.' ( Gen. XXV, 27) If Job could accept with such admirable patience the loss of all his goods and of all his children; if, despite the fact that he seemed to have lost everything, he still remained faithful to his God, it is due to the fact that in time of misfortune as well as in time of prosperity he remained steadfast in the virtue of simplicity, which made him a righteous man with fear of God and a horror of sin. 'And that man was simple and upright, and fearing God, and avoiding evil.' ( Job, I, 1) Our Lord never abandons the simple man, ‘God will not cast away the simple.’ ( Job, VIII, 20) Rather, he leads the simple man and gives him strength. ‘The strength of the upright is the way of the Lord.’ ( Prov. X, 29) Childhood, which is the symbol of simplicity, was particularly attractive to Our Lord, and obtained from him a very special love. ‘Permit them,’ He said, ‘permit the little children to come to me, and do not prevent them from coming to me, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.’ ( Matt. XIX, 14) ‘Unless you turn and become like little children, you will not enter into the kingdom of heaven. Whoever therefore humbles himself as this little child, he is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven.’ ( Matt. XVIII, 3, 4)  ‘Be therefore wise as serpents, and guileless as doves.'  ( Matt. X, 16)  But, according to the example of the blessed bishop of Geneva, prefer the simplicity of the dove to the wisdom of the serpent. This holy bishop states: 'I cherish prudence only in so far as it is necessary, but as for simplicity, I love it with all my heart, and to tell the truth, the poor little doves are much more agreeable than serpents… May simplicity, the sister of innocence and daughter of charity, continue to live...its beauty delights me and I would give one hundred serpents for one dove anytime ...it is far better to be simple and good, than cunning and malicious.' Undoubtedly, dear brothers and sisters, the great importance of the virtue of simplicity has been proven by what we have just said. Meanwhile, there are many other motives which should particularly move us to the practice and love of simplicity. I find these motives even in our own institute when I consider it in its beginnings, in the circumstances under which it came into being, in the person of its founders, and in the final goal which it sets for itself. Now, we are well aware that each religious body, just as each individual, has something which is proper to it alone, which distinguishes it from the others, and which gives it its own particular character. This is to be seen in all religious societies which have existed until now. Each has its own spirit, its own way of acting, its preferred virtue, although they all work for the glory of God and the salvation of their members. Our Congregation must also have its characteristic mark, its distinctive virtue, and we do not believe that we are wrong in saying that this must be evangelical simplicity. Judge for yourselves. 
Perhaps no great comparison can be drawn between the mysteries in the life of Our Lord and the facts relative to some human institution, but at the same time, such comparisons are not forbidden. Indeed they incline to virtue, and do not in the least take away from the respect and veneration due each and every circumstance in the life of our Divine Master. Now, dear brothers and sisters, if the poverty of the house of Nazareth where Jesus Christ was conceived, if the far greater poverty of the stable where Jesus was born and where he received the shepherds of the countryside before the adoration of the Magi of the east, inspire us to practice poverty and to proclaim so loudly the esteem in which Our Lord held the beautiful virtue of simplicity, may we not in like manner, say that, the poor granary in which the project of our Congregation was conceived, and the isolation of our venerable founder at that time, manifest to us the designs of the Savior for our work, these being, that from the very beginning of its existence it was to be marked with the zeal of simplicity, in order that in the future all who might become members of our institute, recalling its origins, would be led by the mere memory to love the practice of that virtue which first manifest itself in the Infant Jesus.
Not only does the place where the plan of our work was conceived teach us simplicity, but the circumstances which accompanied its birth also gave our venerable founders to understand that both interior and exterior simplicity was necessary for the very existence of their enterprise. Each one of you, dear brothers and sisters, is aware of these circumstances and you know perfectly well that during that disastrous period the enemies of everything good have rooted every sign of religion out of France regardless of cost. They have already been only too successful. The churches of France were closed or destroyed. Religious, both men and women, were driven from their monasteries or convents. Priests were pursued and massacred. Faithful Christians were either executed by the persecutors or forced to endure all kinds of torture. Our founder himself was obliged to hide and to go about in disguise and under an assumed name in the performance of his apostolic work. All these facts show clearly enough that a congregation could never have been formed during such tempestuous times except through special help from our Divine Lord, and that our Congregation could never have resisted the storm without the shielding protection of this virtue that it was born and made its first progress. Moreover, it would have been useless to form a congregation at a time when all others were being disbanded unless it were especially devoted to the virtue of simplicity. It was due to the lack of this virtue, it would seem, that the chastisement of heaven was being hurled down upon France, and on the religious orders which existed in France at that time. 
If simplicity attended the birth of our institute and was its safeguard in the early years, it was no less present during the troublesome days of the Directory, of the Consulate, and of the Empire, whose silent, antagonistic investigations were much more to be feared than the open persecution which seemed to die down. Our venerable founders understood this without anxiety. The virtue of simplicity which had so far protected them, continued to be their guardian and guide in the wonderful contributions they made to the development of our work.
None of us, dear brothers and sisters, ever recalls our Good Father and Good Mother without immediately associating frankness, sincerity and simplicity with them. These qualities were so outstanding in them and most evident in all their conduct. Which of us does not recall with joy, those days of happy and recent memory, when assembled about the same altar to listen to the word of God our hearts were touched by the sweet, persuasive voice of the Good Father? How often during these moving circumstances did he not tell us that we should direct all our efforts to modeling our hearts after the most loving Heart of Jesus, especially to imitate the kindness and simplicity which characterize the Sacred Heart? Recall dear brothers, those moments of closeness, when, gathered about our father, whom we held in such tender affection, we listened as he spoke to us with the tone of conviction so characteristic of all his conferences. 'My dear children, we have but recently been born. We are but of yesterday. We cannot be compared to other religious societies. We must love simplicity. We must practice simplicity and then God will bless us and we will become saints!' The Good Father wanted simplicity to become the favorite virtue of all his children. He expressed this very idea in his circular letter of April 14, 1817. 'In order to imitate Our Lord the first virtue we recommend to you is simplicity....' ( The citation concludes with these words: "and humility is especially recommended to us by our Blessed Father St. Benedict)
Note well, dear brothers and sisters, that the Good Mother, whom our Divine Lord associated with the work of the venerable founder, was in complete agreement with this point. As a matter of fact, the passage just quoted is an exact copy of what she wrote to the venerable founder during the early years of the institute. We all well know that she loved and recommended simplicity. She did not want such devotion in any of her religious as might require an air of austerity, an appearance of sadness, an affected tone and a thousand other mannerisms of this sort. These might indeed reveal virtue, but they are most certainly not its essential components. The Good Mother loved to see in her daughters an air of happiness, sincerity of appearance, a natural tone, and, in a word, that ease and frankness which are always indicative of goodness of soul and simplicity of heart. The Good Father and the Good Mother were the finest examples of this virtue. They wished that it be the seal of their work and the favorite virtue of their children.
It is most certain that our Congregation could never reach the lofty goals to which it is dedicated without the practice of simplicity. These goals, as you well know, are to imitate the four ages of the life of Our Lord, and to propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. How, we ask you, dear brothers and sisters, is it possible to imitate, to relive, the childhood of Jesus without in some way being identified with him through the simplicity natural to this age? How could we imitate his hidden life, that humble, modest, and simple life, whereby Jesus was subject to Joseph and Mary, if we do not possess that simplicity which renders the difficulties of community life meritorious, which disposes the soul to recollection and prayer, and which during adoration, disposes the soul to grieve like Mary Magdalena at the feet of her Divine Master and to repose tranquilly on his Sacred Heart like John the beloved apostle? Without evangelical simplicity, how would it ever be possible to imitate the public life of Jesus Christ? Would it be possible to preach His word, and have it bear fruit, to implant Him in souls, to enlighten souls? Would it be possible to persuade souls and move them, to distribute to them the sacramental graces; to be to them other Christs, to become all things to all men, that you might gain all for Jesus Christ? That truly divine ministry can be exercised worthily only by one who constantly strives to reproduce in himself those virtues which were practiced by Our Savior during his life on earth, as an example for him. According to the command of Our Lord he must act even as Our Lord himself had acted; 'For I have given you an example, that as I have done to you, so you do also.' ( John 13, 15) Did Christ not say to him in the person of his disciples: 'Be ye therefore wise as serpents and sincere as doves.' ( Matt 10, 16) To relive the crucified life of Jesus Christ is to be disposed at all times, after the example of Christ, to do the will of God however difficult of accomplishment. It is to suppress the senses, to resist evil inclinations, to chastise the body and bring it into submission.
It means to maintain oneself ever in the spirit of a victim, by the practice of both interior and exterior obedience. In a word, it is the complete renunciation of self in order to follow Jesus Christ, indulging in no complaint even in most trying moments, except that of Jesus Christ during his agony in the garden: 'My Father, if it be possible, let this chalice pass from me. Nevertheless, not as I will, but as thou wilt.' ( Matt 26, 39) Is it not quite evident then, that without that evangelical simplicity which sees God's hand even in the most painful and unexpected events, it is impossible to carry the cross and imitate the crucified life of the Savior? How, then, could a heart ignorant of evangelical simplicity propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, the models of simplicity, meekness and humility: 'learn of me, for I am meek, and humble of heart.' ( Matt 11, 29)
It remains to show that evangelical simplicity, which is epitomized in unity, is necessary for each one of us, and that it must be the characteristic mark, the favorite virtue of the children of the Sacred Hearts, not only because it is praised and recommended in both the Old and New Testaments, but also since it presided over the formation of our institute, watched over its cradle lest it be stifled at birth, shielded it during the troublesome times through which it has passed, and concealed its immense progress from the evil probing of those who hated everything good. In addition to these powerful motives there is the example and letters of our venerable founders, which are constant reminders to us that the virtue of evangelical simplicity should be the virtue most dear to us. And so we must conclude that since our goal is to imitate the four ages of Our Lord, these ages most certainly could not be imitated except through that simplicity which was the constant companion of Our Lord from his birth in the stable at Bethlehem to his death on Calvary.
We have now, dear brothers and sisters, spoken to you of the necessity of unity for the entire Congregation. To make you understand clearly, therefore, the necessity of this unity, it suffices to show you that the brothers and sisters of the Congregation form but one and the same family, and as such, must be subject to one and the same authority, strive towards the same goal, and must assist one another in attaining that goal by the unity of their efforts. Since there is actually only one Congregation, it can have but one principal authority, for it is inconceivable that a society be governed by two equal authorities of whom one could destroy with full right that which the other would have established with equal right. If there is only one and the same body there can be but one head, since one body with two heads would be a monstrosity. If there is but one and the same family there is only one ruler, for it is everywhere accepted that the father of the family is its only ruler, to whom both mother and children are subject. If, then, it is clearly shown that the brothers and sisters form but one and the same congregation, one moral body, one family, it will be unquestionably true that they should all be subject to one and the same authority and consequently have the same end in view, and assist one another by their united efforts to attain that end. It will be clearly shown that the brothers and sisters must form but one and the same congregation, one and the same moral body, one and the same family, if it is proved that the venerable founder wished it so, and that the rule of the brothers as well as that of the sisters presupposes this and expressly states it. We are particularly interested in these two proofs because they seem to us to have a greater bearing on the spirit as a whole, and to be more convincing for all, who, setting aside all prejudice, desire to know and to follow the truth.
How can we be certain that our founders wished to form but one congregation? It would be necessary and sufficient that they always acted with this in mind and clearly expressed their will on this point: Actually, the slightest doubt on this point is impossible. Consult the records of the Congregation; read all that is written there concerning the beginning, progress, and development of the Congregation and you will see that the mind of the Good Father has never been to found two different congregations, each independent of the other, but rather to found one religious society composed of brothers and sisters, all tending to the same end and mutually assisting one another in attaining this end. When the Good Mother became associated in the work of the Good Father, she had no idea whatsoever of founding a separate society governed by an authority other than that of the Good Father. The proof of this is, that she made her vow of obedience in his hands. 

By this vow she clearly showed that she recognized him as her superior, and that she, together with all those who would make up that part of the Congregation which she would direct, would be subject to him. Consult the older members of the Congregation who assisted, so to speak, at its birth. They will tell you that the Good Father and the Good Mother had the same views, set the same goal for themselves, and united their efforts to obtain one and the same result: the formation of a religious society which would retrace the four ages of Our Lord Jesus Christ, make reparation as far as possible for all the crimes committed against him by sinners, and propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. This was the end proposed by our founders; this was what they desired; for this they strove continuously until their death, and this is just what they accomplished, since they did succeed in forming a society composed of many brothers and sisters seeking the same goal and inspired with the same spirit.
Both the Good Mother and the Good Father were equally interested in both the brothers and the sisters and showed no preference for either group in their affection and devotion, because, in their eyes, all belonged to the same society and were the children of the same family. Is it not for this reason that all the brothers and sisters have never spoken of the founders by any names other than, the "Good Father" and the "Good Mother," and in giving them these names, so much in accord with the regard in which they are held, did the members not declare, each in turn, that they considered themselves children of the same family? 
How often, dear brothers and sisters, have we not heard both the Good Father and the Good Mother say that we must always be children of the same family, mutually helping and assisting one another, forming but one body and one soul of which Jesus would be the source and the life? For as long as we had the happiness of having them with us, did we not constantly see them give equal importance to the material interests of the brothers and the sisters, using the resources of one to help the other, having, after the example of the first Christians, but one purse with which to supply the needs of all. It was, therefore, the wish of our venerable founders that there should never be any disunion or separation between the brothers and sisters, and that both brothers and sisters would be but one family, one and the same congregation. 
The text and spirit of the rule are in complete accord with all that we have said, and it is quite evident that they lead us to the same conclusion. Then, too, you will agree with us that  nowhere in the rule is it stated that the sisters form a separate congregation instinct from that of the brothers. Moreover, if stich were the case, the rule would certainly have made mention of it, for any point of such importance would never have been passed over in silence. 

	We will not follow Archbishop Bonamie in his reasoning in this section of his circular, and still less in the conclusions he draws and the application he makes of them to a particular concrete case of division in the Congregation, for they add nothing further to what has already been said concerning his doctrine on devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary. It may be supposed that these applications were not too well received by Mother General. In order to justify her stand she replied with another circular letter addressed to all the houses of the sisters which prompted a new letter by the Superior General, which concluded:
However, it may be, we beseech the Most Reverend Mother Frances de Viart and our dear sisters to realize that in this letter and in the preceding one, we did not intend to offend anyone, but only to point out what the children of the Sacred Hearts must be, and what our institute must be.
CHAPTER III

THE GENERAL CHAPTER OF 1850


	The draft of the rule had been taken to Rome by the two Superiors General. For anyone familiar with the early history of the project following the General Chapter of 1843, there could be no doubt whatsoever regarding the mind of the Holy See on the matter. The Sacred Congregation of Religious in 1838, noted that the rule of the sisters was imperfect, and assigned to Archbishop Bonamie the task of drawing up a new draft. There was no one so well fitted for this task as the Superior General. He knew and loved the Congregation. He had, together with his council, drawn up the new rule for the brothers, and discussed all its articles in the General Chapter. In his discussions with the cardinals and consultor he had learned the mind and directives of the Sacred Congregation. All these things assured the perfection of the draft and gave cause to hope for its approbation by the Holy See.

	However, the existence of a small opposition party among the sisters could not be ignored by Rome. It was led by the Mother General and her council, who were entirely opposed to any change in the rule, basing themselves, although quite wrongly, on the will of the founders and the authority of the bull which had approved the first constitutions in a most solemn manner.

	A commission of Cardinals was assembled to study further into the matter, and it was decided "to send a letter to Archbishop Bonamie in order to tell him, without mention of the merits of the modifications, that, in view of the actual dispositions of the sisters, the Holy Father judges it better not to introduce the changes for the time being." The decree was signed on December 21, 1884.

	On this date, the Superior General was in Rome, and on January 8, 1845, he wrote to the whole Congregation.

You can easily believe, that due to what has happened, we are pained and angered. We would like to say that everything is otherwise. We learned of the delay in our project with regret. However, after some moments of disappointment, we have placed both concern for his work and the care for our own vindication in God's hands. 

Since that moment, in consideration no doubt, of our weakness, Our Lord has continued to help us to feel a calm, a peace, an interior contentment which we cannot describe for you. We would like to attribute this to the many and fervent prayers which you in your charity are saying for us. May it please Our Lord to fill you also with this consolation, you especially, our dear sisters, who, with a love of order, regularity, and peace, desire only a rule whereby you might better know your duties, in order to fulfill them more completely. Your desires are just, and they shall be realized. In the meantime prove by irreproachable conduct, and especially by patience, charity, and submission, that, regardless of any interpretation which may be put upon your way of thinking or acting, you have but one ambition and desire: that of living and dying as worthy daughters of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.

	Neither this decree nor that of July 1845, brought the much desired peace to the Congregation. On the contrary, the division, until then private, came through unfortunate circumstances, to the attention of the bishops of the diocese in which the houses of the institute were situated. Besides the principal question was ignored. It was no longer the draft of the rule which was being disputed, but the personalities, actions, and even intentions of the Superiors General. Rome decided to name a commission of three bishops to study this affair and to give a detailed report on it. 

	It was in these circumstances that Msgr. Bonamie wrote to the whole Congregation on January 12, 1847:

May the coming year be much happier for our family than the one which is drawing to a close! May a holy and sweet peace be the lot of the children of the Sacred Hearts, that they might enjoy all the happiness which results from well regulated authority, the faithful practice of obedience and the constant observance of fraternal charity. Having heard the decision of the Holy See, may our brothers remain calm, avoid all dispute, and through their regularity, patience, and fervent prayers, hasten the solution best calculated to bring about the glory of God, the consolidation of our institute, and the sanctification of each one of its members.

	The commission of bishops named by the Holy See did not produce the desired solution. The archbishops of Paris and Besanon pronounced themselves in favor of Archbishop Bonamie, while the Bishop of Troyes, supported by the nuncio, indicated that the Superior General was the cause of all the disorder. Moreover, in Rome the revolutionaries were becoming bolder every day in their opposition to the Church and the Pope, and in France religious interests were just as disturbed as they were in Italy. This unfortunate situation prompted Archbishop Bonamie to write a small circular letter to the whole Congregation on June 8, 1848, asking its prayers for the Church, for France, and for the Congregation. 

It is necessary to pray at all times, he states. There are, nevertheless, certain circumstances when it becomes more necessary, because there is a much greater need for help from above. Such is the present time for the faithful in general and for us in  particular, my dear brothers and sisters. For, besides the concern which we are obliged to have for the interests of religion and society, we must also occupy ourselves with affairs of the Congregation of which we are members.

When has the Church been more in need of the assistance and consolation of her Divine Founder? Her enemies are numerous in all ranks of society. They seize every occasion to attack her in her dogmatic and moral teachings and in her ministers. Even the Vicar of Jesus Christ, praised and admired though he was by the whole Christian world because of his outstanding virtues, was not spared from the calumnies and persecutions of those who thought of nothing but the revolutions and who, by constantly repeating that they had nothing in mind but the welfare of the people, spread discontent, disorder and grief everywhere. The temporal sovereignty of the Pope embarrasses these enemies of all authority, and by uniting all their efforts, they hope to destroy it. Who does not know that already their criminal attempts have met with only too much success? Not only have they restricted Pius IX in the free exercise of his temporal power, but they have employed a thousand means in order to delay the realization of those projects which he has formed as head of the Church for the welfare, consolidation and glory of our holy religion. 

In view of such terrible occurrences, what better could we do than to imitate the early Christians, who, upon learning that Peter was imprisoned, turned at once to prayer for his deliverance, and did not cease to pray until they obtained this? 'But prayer was made without ceasing by the church unto God for him.'

The present state of affairs in France also calls for continual prayer. God holds in his hands the destinies of empires. Even though His mercy was experienced in many ways during the first days of our political trouble, we must also fear the manifestations of His justice. It is only too true that God is not being rendered the service which he requires, since crimes against him are being committed daily in our country, and those who follow the law of the gospel are but a few. On the other hand, the persecutors of religion are not satisfied. If they disguise the hatred which they bear towards us; if they conceal their destructive plans; if they publish words of tolerance and sympathy, it is only in order to better achieve their goal. In reality, however, they would like to destroy all priests and religious. If God does not interfere, they will do what their predecessors attempted towards the end of the last century. The strongest bulwark against this devastating torrent is prayer. Have recourse to prayer then, dear brothers and sisters. This is your duty as Christians, doubly so in your capacity as adorers, dedicated to making reparation for the crimes committed against the Divine Majesty. 

However, the things which should particularly concern your piety and arouse the ardor of your prayers are the spiritual and temporal needs of the Congregation.

Beseech Our Lord without delay to bring about harmony and complete understanding in the government of the two branches of the institute, so that each member may be penetrated with the spirit and true meaning of the rule of the founders, and may conform exactly to it. You should pray to the Sacred Hearts to grant all the brothers and sisters the grace to be always mindful of, and to observe most faithfully the sacred obligations to sanctify every moment of their lives, through the faithful practice of poverty, chastity, obedience, regularity, mutual support and evangelical charity…

If the prayers of the early Christians broke the chains which bound Peter and opened the gates of the prison for him; if but ten just men were sufficient to constrain the Lord to retract the death sentence of the guilty cities; if Jesus Christ told us to go to him in all confidence and he would grant us peace, to pray and we would be heard, to seek and we would find, to knock and it would be opened unto us, could we have even the least doubt of the efficacy of the requests which we bring to him for our Congregation, which is completely dedicated to His Sacred Heart and to that of His most holy Mother?

	The circular letter of January 30, 1849, reviews the troubles of the Congregation, seeks to remedy them, and brings to all the balm of hope.

We have been and still are, he states, deeply grieved over the two evils which weigh down our Congregation, also over their consequences, which it seems to us, will be most disastrous if powerful remedies are not immediately applied. We speak of the weakening of the religious spirit, and of the diminishing temporal resources of both branches of the institute. 

The weakening of the religious spirit could, undoubtedly, be attributed to many causes. However, there is one cause which, in view of the present circumstances of our Congregation, should hold our attention more than any other because of its powerful influence on our thoughts, judgments and deeds. We mean the spirit of division, against which you must remain steadfast. This spirit is essentially opposed to peace, to union of hearts and to fraternal charity. It weakens; it causes disturbances; it destroys the most solid foundations; it kills souls and societies; and this spirit - we say this with deepest regret - has already wrought havoc among us and continues to do so. The entire Congregation, so to speak, divides itself into two camps, the very moment discussion begins concerning the rule of our sisters. Everyone has taken part in the dispute and has declared himself either for or against. It would be useless to go into the details of the argument which are known well enough by all. 
But now that the matter has been considered and that calm should have been restored, what are the results? Some do not continue to uphold their opinion openly but they do not forget those who were of a different opinion. They remain aloof from them, avoid them, shun their company and show no interest whatsoever in them. They make life miserable for them, as though they were guilty of some horrible crime simply because they expressed their views on the matter as their conscience obliged them. Then a certain defiance is displayed as a result of the spirit of division, a reserve which destroys union, a coldness which offends charity. There follow improper, injurious and unjust remarks, spoken under the pretext of love for the Congregation, concerning some of the first superiors of the institute. All this is done as though anything whatsoever could be said or done in opposition to the Superior General or the Mother General, merely because their opinions did not coincide completely with one's own thoughts on the matter.  

From this there follows, that wrong practice of discussing the rights of those who are to be obeyed, of fixing the limits of their authority, of maliciously interpreting their intentions, of  attributing unworthy motives to their acts, their words and even their silence, of spying on their every act in order to criticize them, of blaming them for what they do and for what they do not do, of completely ignoring their advice and of being offended at every reproach they themselves receive. Then arise those frequent faults against fraternal charity, those critical judgments unjustly made against brothers and sisters, those conversations in which are almost invariably discussed the faults of others. There follow jealousy and false rumors, as well as a lack of kindness, patience and mutual support. Finally, we have many complaints and murmurings, many infractions of the rule, many acts of disobedience, and as a consequence, many sins are committed...

We beseech you then, dear brothers and sisters, do away with these feelings, put an end to this type of behavior. It is no longer a question of saying, maintaining and proving that the rule needs to be explained, reformed, or changed, nor of showing that it should remain as it is. These questions have been solved by an authority which has a right to the respect, confidence, and submission of all. That which is of importance at present, for those who command as well as for those who must obey, is the practice of charity, the exact and faithful observance of the existing rule, not just in some points, but in its entirety, not just as regards the letter, but also and most especially, as regards the spirit. This can best be accomplished by closely studying and sincerely imitating our venerable founders in their way of thinking and acting, in their every-day conduct, in their mutual understanding and in their separate or joint actions in dealing with the two branches of the institute. As far as our own personal life is concerned, this is the path which, with God's help and the assistance of your prayers, we shall invariably follow. We beseech you also to follow this road constantly.

	The second part of this circular letter contains an account of economical difficulties and an exhortation "not to show the least spirit of defiance towards a providence which has ever been most attentive, prudent and kind to us," but rather to revive their hopes, "meditating in a spirit of faith on the lesson we have been given and on the promises of our Divine Master."

If then, without neglecting the human means which Christian prudence prescribes, we establish the kingdom of God among us by practicing fraternal charity, religious obedience and fidelity to the rule, not only shall we be given that which we need, but under the constant protection of the Sacred Hearts, our Congregation will go on through the centuries and its children will abound in all parts of the world.

If the work of the Good Father and the Good Mother took shape in the midst of persecution, grew in the shadow of destruction, was strengthened in distress, prospered during adversity, accomplished much with little or no human assistance, gave much when it possessed nothing - all this is only because it is the work of God, and that which God protects is well guarded.

	The General Chapter which was postponed in 1848 "due to unfortunate times and political agitation which disturbed society," convened at Paris on September 1, 1850. The spirit of this assembly is quite clearly stated in the two documents which it drew up: the declaration addressed to the Holy Father and a circular letter sent to all the houses of the brothers of the institute. We shall quote from the first document:

Our first thought, and the first desire of our hearts, is to bring to the feet of Your holiness the expression of our deep gratitude. Despite the many tasks with which he is occupied every day; the unspeakable sorrows into which he was plunged during those evil days now fortunately past, and the sacrilegious rebellion of perverted men, he has, nevertheless, in his paternal kindness, found time to give his attention to our Congregation.

Now that we are assembled in General Chapter we wish to reveal publicly to His Holiness the true dispositions and sincere desires of our hearts.

We take advantage of this occasion to assure His Holiness of our complete and entire submission without any restrictions whatsoever to the brief of Gregory XVI, of glorious memory, dated December 21, 1844, and confirmed by the brief of Your Holiness dated March 9, 1848, the first one of which states; 'nothing is to be changed in the present' and the second; 'nothing new is to be added' to the rule of the sisters of our Congregation. We promise to accord our dear sisters full and complete liberty in observing their rule in its entirety, and to direct them in the ways of salvation according to the prescriptions of this rule, and we would like our fidelity in observing the dispositions of the brief to stand as a proof of our filial obedience to our Holy Mother the Church, and to His Holiness, the successor of Peter, and Vicar of Jesus Christ.
We assure His Holiness that we are strong and steadfast in the observance of our rule as it was modified by the Chapter of 1838 and approved by the brief of His Holiness Gregory XVI, which is dated March 24, 1840. We declare and affirm in our own name, as well as in the name of the whole Congregation of which we are the delegates and representatives, that we have no thought of reverting to the rule as it was prior to these modifications. If a small minority of our group have previously expressed the desire to follow the old rule, they have already renounced or soon will renounce this desire. We are confident, therefore, that with God's help, we shall be of one heart and one mind in our unceasing efforts to obtain the glory of God and to extend devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary throughout the world, even to pagan lands. For this reason, we have requested Archbishop Bonamie, our very reverend superior general of the whole Congregation, that in his next circular letter to all the members of the Congregation, he renew the invitation which he has already on several occasions extended to them, to live in peace, union and harmony, observing the rule which they actually possess without anxiety or trouble.
We reassert our loyalty, our devotion, and our sincere affection for Archbishop Bonamie, our superior general. Every day we admire more and more his virtues, his understanding, his charity, his zeal, and all those other qualities which render him the object of our highest esteem and deepest respect. For this reason, we shall always be grateful to the Holy See for having granted us the privilege of having him as our superior general. We are deeply grieved by the rumors brought about by a few discontented and restless minds. According to report, these rumors have been sent in the form of requests to Rome, in order to bring about the dismissal or resignation of our superior general. We place our grief at the feet of His Holiness, and pray and beseech His Holiness that he will protect our superior general who has rendered, and daily continues to render, such tremendous services to our Congregation.
	This General Chapter concluded on September 17th of the same year. On this very day, the Superior General wrote to the whole Congregation:

We are pleased to announce the conclusion of our General Chapter. It closed today with its 23rd and last meeting. Thanks to your prayers and the praiseworthy attitude of all the members of the Chapter, an air of calm, loyalty, and most sincere devotion to the Congregation, together with a most fraternal cordiality, reigned over the deliberations of the General Chapter. The decisions and measures which were deemed appropriate were clearly set forth and a report of these will be given to you in the very near future.

Let us thank Our Lord for this new favor... and show him our gratitude by an outstanding fidelity in the performance of our duties, and more especially by the practice of charity of which the Sacred Heart of Our Lord Jesus Christ is the principal, the end and the model.

	The heart of Archbishop Bonamie was not content with this brief circular letter. Moreover, the General Chapter looked for something more from him, in order that peace might be re-established in the Congregation. And so, on October 11, 1850, he wrote:

In the circular letter of the 16th of last month, and in the declaration of the Holy Father joined to it, our General Chapter expressed to you its attitude and opinion regarding the briefs sent to us from the Holy See in 1844 and 1848 in connection with our problems regarding our rule and the rule of our sisters, the disputes which have taken place, and the steps to be followed in the case of those, who having been in error, either show themselves disposed to do better, or prefer to persevere in their error. We have been fully informed of the views of the General Chapter on all of these points. If we have delayed until now in reassuring you about all this it is due to our time being constantly taken up with the opening of our schools at Poitiers, Mende, Cahors, Graves and Sarzeau, and with the choice of the necessary personnel to staff these five establishments, as well as with the formation, as soon as possible, of a house of studies for our young professed. Even though we have been kept busy with our most recent project at Poitiers for a long time, without a moment to spare, nevertheless we do not wish to further postpone sending this news to you. We again assert our full and complete submission, without the least restriction, to all the desires of the Holy See, and notably to the brief of Gregory XVI, confirmed by the brief of His Holiness Pius IX, of March 9, 1848. Concerning the rule of our sisters, these state respectively: 'nothing is to be changed in the present' and 'nothing new is to be added.'

As far as the rule of our sisters is concerned, these always have been and still are our convictions. Our solemn promise is to leave them perfectly free to observe their rule just as it is, or to make, in General Chapters and in accord with the conditions required by this rule, any modifications or changes which they might deem useful or necessary. We disapprove, disavow and condemn beforehand, every act, writing or speech, coming from any member of our Congregation which might be contrary to this our present declaration.

We protest with no less force and sincerity that it is our firm and unshakeable resolve to preserve our rule as it has been modified by the General Chapter of 1838 and approved by the brief of His Holiness Gregory XVI on March 24, 1840. Moreover, not only do we declare that we have no intention of reverting to the rule as it was before these modifications, but supported by the opinion of almost all the members of the institute, by the views of our three last General Chapters, by the certain benefits resulting from these modifications and by the sanction of the Holy See, we further declare our conviction that any reverting to the old rule would be one of the greatest calamities which could befall our Congregation. If there is or has been a small group among us holding to the opposite opinion, they have submitted or will submit to the opinion of the rest of the members who compose by far the vast majority of the institute. Moreover, since the closing of the last General Chapter, many have embraced our opinion and have expressed their regret at ever having written or spoken in favor of the rule as it was before 1838. Their error was due to discontent or to their being swayed by others who were disgruntled. Is there any Congregation which is completely free of all discontent and dissatisfaction?

Deceived by false reports, many of our sisters, as well as some of our brothers, were of the opinion that our intention and that of our General Chapter was to work out a separation of the two branches of our institute. Together with our General Chapter we protest against this unjust and absolutely false supposition. No this never has been our intention, nor is it now. With God's help, we shall see to it that such a separation is never realized. Woe to those who should desire to provoke one. They would ignore the intentions of our founders and would incur not only the indignation of the founders, but that of all their faithful children as well.

If the members of our General Chapter were deeply grieved in considering the grave wrongs done them by some of you on the occasion of our distressing disagreements, we ourselves were no less afflicted. We have long been aware of what has been going on in the small group of the opposition. We know what secret letters have been sent, what they contained, and what idle gossip and rumors have been spread during secret meetings. We know of the serious and completely unfounded accusations which have been brought against the authorities. We are aware too, of the blame and criticism heaped upon perfectly legitimate actions, of the measures taken to deliberately arouse suspicion and foment trouble. We have lamented all this before God, at the same time beseeching him to come to your assistance. In order not to cause more serious trouble we have refrained from punishing the guilty. Our indulgence has been found excessive, and so the General Chapter, while deciding to completely overlook the past as regards those who would turn from their evil ways, has at the same time, given us orders to use all the rigor which some articles of our rule prescribe towards those who remain incorrigible. It is necessary then, that while we inform everyone in the Congregation that the past is forgotten, according to the limits laid down in our General Chapter, we at the same time warn you that, if need be, we shall be very severe with those who, in any way whatsoever, maliciously impair the peace, the union and the good understanding which must exist between inferiors and those who are charged with their guidance. Let everyone be on their guard, and may those who have been wrong in the past humbly acknowledge their error and atone in every way possible by conduct conforming to the prescriptions of the rule and the obligations which they have freely contracted. They will find us well disposed to receive them with the kiss of peace. The sorrow they have caused us shall be forgotten... Together we shall form but one heart and one mind, and with a feeling of mutual joy we shall gladly say: 'Behold how good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity.' 

And you, dearest sisters, who may have thought that we had plans, both concerning your rule and other questions, contrary to those which we manifested, put away all prejudice and do not do us the injustice of supposing us capable of wishing to deceive you. What could be possibly gain by it? You would only deceive yourselves and your error could become so much the more disastrous since it would be more voluntary and therefore even less excusable. That you may be happy in the continuous practice of the virtues of your holy state and in your fidelity to grace, is the object of our most sincere prayers and it is the grace which we shall constantly request for you from the inexhaustible goodness of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.
CHAPTER IV

THE EDUCATION OF YOUTH


	The Falloux law, promulgated in favor of freedom of education, permitted the Superior General to reopen the five colleges previously closed due to the pressure of the university. This was done to fulfill one of the aims of our Congregation indicated in the preliminary chapter of the rule. For many of the professors, this was their first assignment to an educational establishment. Directives were sought by all of them in order that they might arrive at a uniformity of procedure. In response to these requests, Archbishop Bonamie wrote "to our Reverend Fathers and dearest Brothers assigned to teaching in our colleges and elementary schools," in the form of a circular letter on September 25, 1851, as follows:

At the approach of the new scholastic year which is about to begin, we deem it urgent... to call your attention to a subject which undoubtedly has been the object of your paternal solicitude and serious thought, but on which, nevertheless, we most particularly insist because of its tremendous importance. We want to speak here of the zeal and vigilance necessary in order to preserve a high standard of conduct in our colleges and houses of education.

We have never considered without dismay the depths of the abyss which opens before the inexperienced steps of youth in most institutions of learning at this very moment. How often we have grieved at the sight of unfortunate and precocious victims whom seducers of youth, themselves entrapped by a fatal inclination, have prematurely sacrificed to the demon of luxury and immorality. Preserved in innocence through the inestimable grace of divine providence, many of you have not as yet fully realized the hideous extent of this deplorable evil about which we now speak. It is, however, most important that you fully understand this plague, especially you who have been entrusted with the sublime mission of remedying it, you who are to be the angel guardians of those children confided to your care, and who, like the great apostle, are inflamed with the desire of enduring for them the sorrows of their childhood until Jesus Christ shall be well established in their hearts: 'My little children, of whom I am in labor again, until Christ be formed in you.' Gal. 4, 19 

Most unhappy experience has taught us that the number of those whom bad example daily robs of their innocence in houses of education is far greater than is ordinarily believed. How many young men in college have fallen miserably in the way of virtue, because, due to inexperience and improper supervision on the part of their teachers, incipient vice was not recognized among the students, Many a tender child, innocent and pure, having left home for the first time to enter college, is within a few days infected with the horrible venom of corruption. They are as flowers scarcely opened which were expected to grow even more fresh and brilliant, but whose vivid colors are soiled only too soon under the withering influence of sensual pleasure. And so... how tremendous and terrible is the responsibility which rests with him whom God has charged with the important, yet difficult and painful function of the education of youths You know well... the ultimate goal of true education has never been to teach youth the ancient or modern languages, nor has it been to impart to them a wealth of knowledge, although this is indeed useful and worthy of our secondary attention. The real goal, the logical goal, and above all else, the Christian goal of education is to make a man good, to train his heart and mind, to guard his innocence, to make him acquire good habits, to correct and conquer in a gentle way the evil inclinations which may be detected in him. ( Rollin, tom, 4)  Any teacher, therefore, who fails to appreciate the seriousness of his duty is not worthy of the task. Even paganism understood the obligations of the tutors of children in this way. The works of Plato ( Lib. 3. De Repub.), Aristotle ( Politicus, Lib. 8. Cap. 8) and Quintilian ( Lib. I, cap. I seq. ), show us the importance these great men attached to teaching youth good morals, and the necessity of keeping them as far as possible from any danger of corruption. We should regard this obligation as most serious, since it is our earnest desire to form, not only virtuous citizens for society as did the great philosophers, but more than anything else, to conquer souls for Jesus Christ, and to do our utmost to further the kingdom of God on earth. It is also our duty to obtain for each one the highest degree of honor which divine providence has reserved for him here below.

Actually... you are at present burdened with a threefold task by the very fact that you have been called by holy obedience to teach in a college or in an elementary school. You must work for the honor of the individual, the good of society, and the glory of God. If, due to gross neglect on the part of the professor, even one child were allowed to be corrupted, then the professor would also incur serious guilt, and moreover, would be guilty of infidelity to his threefold obligation. For very often by losing his innocence, the child also irrevocably loses his honor in society and before God.

Is it necessary to prove this sad, deplorable fact? Certainly you must have recoiled in dismay before the frightful picture of spoiled and corrupt youth as depicted by the most famous moralists. Have you never felt broken-hearted at the disgusting disorders, both physical and moral, wrought by evil in those unfortunate persons, whom criminal friends have initiated into the detestable secrets of impurity? Have you never met with the youth, but recently strong and robust, and now languishing and weak? Behold those eyes which were once so lively! Now they are dull and depressed because of evil and sin. The face that was once so ruddy and healthy is now bluish, pale and devoid of expression; the body once so straight and agile is suddenly painfully bent and prematurely aged. He is degraded, slowly killing himself. What a hideous sight is this complete mass of living corruption!

The moral degradation of such a person is even greater. Stupidity, melancholy and sloth have replaced the intelligence, activity and courage of his soul. His powerful imagination is dimmed by the influence of impurity. There is no longer any love in his heart nor any zeal in his soul. He has only feelings of remorse, guilt, and anxiety. One author exclaims, 'I have beheld such a spectacle, and I shall never forget the sight of those unfortunate victims, devoured by passion, with no more to offer in the bloom of youth but a disgusting image of complete decrepitude, hollow cheeks and a wrinkled countenance of stupidity and sadness, a body shaking and bent low with the burden of vice, drained of life, ideas and love, and now the miserable prey of licentiousness. At such a sight, the footsteps of the grave digger can almost be heard, rapidly approaching to carry away the rotting corpse.'  ( Indifference in Matters of Religion)

So much for the fate of the individual.. As regards society which has the right to count on him of what use would such a person be? Perhaps he was destined by God to enlighten others through his own wisdom, to defend them by his courage, to sustain them through his virtue. He has buried all this in the infamous sepulcher of his passions. He has bartered his intelligence for stupidity, and wasted to corruption the powerful source of every great achievement. His heart, the source of all the devotion, generosity and virtue which render a man dear to his fellows, he has withered and destroyed. Nature endowed him with a wealth of gifts, and he has unworthily trampled them under foot. Divine providence entrusted riches to his care and he should have given his surplus for the wants of the poor. However, he has squandered it shamefully in houses of ill repute and places of dishonor. His whole life, completely dissipated, will stand before him as a permanent accusation by the humanity which he has lowered by such disgraceful excess.

And God...God who is glorified by the pure soul, so to speak, as by heavenly spirits, and whom innocence, according to the words of a pagan author, ( Pliny 2 in paneg. Traj.
)  pleases more than the most fervent prayers of his creatures, how can he be honored by this degraded creature who has sacrilegiously annihilated in himself the most sublime image of his creator, and substituted in its place the hideous form of a beast deprived of intelligence? Those eyes, constantly fixed on the mire of filth and corruption, can never be raised to the glory and splendor of heaven. That tongue, profaned and tainted with blasphemy and filth, can never chant the praises of the Author of all holiness. That entire person, who has nothing of a man except the exterior and incomplete form, what honor could he possibly render to the Supreme Master of all things? None, except a forces respect for His Justice, which pursues him over the earth in an awful manner until at length, it weighs down eternally on him in the dark abode of rejection and remorse. 

This is a terrible picture, but who would dare to say it is not true? And if it is true, who amongst us would dare to perform this obligation negligently, or consider lightly the frightful responsibility which is his? 

We urge you, therefore...by the tenderness of the merciful charity of Our Lord Jesus Christ, the Creator and Savior of these precious children confided to our care, to redouble your care, ardor, zeal and vigilance. Take every precaution which a wise prudence indicates, to prevent any such deplorable misfortune. Recall frequently those profound thoughts of a wise ancient to the effect that the impressions of our early childhood influence our entire life in a singular manner, since they remain so forcibly with us, and most of all those impressions which incline us to evil. 'Those things cling most tenaciously to us which we perceive in our early years, and those remain most persistently which are worst.' ( Quintilian, lib. I, cap. I) The propensity to evil becomes second nature to us. Only too often are we miserably infected with the leprosy of vice even before recognizing its danger. 'From these things is formed habit and then nature. We have learned these evils before we know them to be vices.' ( Ibid. cap. 2.) Weigh each one of these words well and meditate on them daily before God. Never lose sight of the reward which is yours if you worthily fulfill your sublime functions. Be ever mindful also of the rigorous judgment which awaits everyone whom God has charged with the duty of leading and governing others: 'A most severe judgment shall be for them that bear rule.' ( Wisdom, 6, 6.
)

For these reasons we give the following directives:

First Article: Every superior of a college or elementary school, in the early days of this coming month of October shall assemble all the professors and prefects of his house, to discuss in council with them the measures to be taken which would be most suitable for preserving the morals of children and young men and keeping them free from all danger of corruption.

Second Article: These measures should be more especially concerned with particular friendships; with acquaintances of a suspicious nature; with the arrangements between professors and prefects to prevent any clandestine meetings of the students during class or study time, in the yard, the common-room and inside the house; with the supervision of the dormitories during the night; etc., etc.

Our present circular letter shall be read in chapter to all the fathers, brothers, and prefects in our colleges and in our elementary schools, once on the day after it is received and again fifteen days later. All during this time it is to be left at their disposal that they might study it if they wish, in order to comprehend its full meaning exactly, and even to make a copy of it, if need be...

Postscript: We strongly recommend that our fathers and brothers in the colleges and elementary schools read attentively the book for young professors by Mr. Henri Cognet. This little book fully justifies its motto taken from the works of Cicero: 'not large, but truly golden, and inviting a learning by heart.' It is indeed a book of gold, which everyone should know by heart, because everyone, superiors, professors and prefects alike, can glean from it a wealth of wholesome advice and precious knowledge, well fitted to guide them in their difficult and important task. We particularly recommend the pages beginning with page 170, and also pages 279 to 284. 

	We treasure this beautiful circular letter of the second Superior General of our Congregation with love and veneration. It was the last time he addressed all the religious of the Congregation to express his thoughts on the works of the institute.

	Numerous writings from the small group of malcontents, reinforced by the signature of the nuncio at Paris, had reached Rome. Pius IX, despite his interest and good will, could not see his way clear for making a decision in the midst of so many contradictions. In this incertitude, he decided to send an Apostolic Visitor. For this delicate and difficult mission he chose Bishop Parisis of Arras. He arrived at the house of Picpus on April 22, 1852. On the same day Archbishop Bonamie departed from the mother house and went to Versailles, where he was received with open arms by all of his children.

	A few days later, on the 3rd of May, he wrote to one of the houses of the sisters:

A thousand thanks, dearest sisters, for all the skill you have employed to place me in this position. I have accepted it calmly and with resignation. May it serve for the expiation of my faults and the good of our dear Congregation. I am firmly convinced that the Sacred Hearts shall protect their family and shall make it prosper. Far from us, dear sisters, is the discouragement and sorrow which destroys good. A humble submission pleases God and gains his grace.

	The Apostolic visitation did not produce the expected understanding. Bishop Parisis threw himself on the side of the opposition from the very beginning and his work was a work of destruction rather than of edification. In France he only served to aggravate and increase the discontent. At Rome an account of his partiality was given. The Pope came to the conclusion that the only solution would be to retire both Superiors General from the government of the Congregation. However, his paternal goodness and feeling of justice were opposed to such a measure which might only result in unjustly hindering their renomination. Archbishop Bonamie understood this, and accordingly on July 27, 1853, he handed in his resignation. The Mother General followed his example on the 1st of August. Thus began a new stage in the progress of the Congregation.

	A letter of November 18th, dated from Mount-Cassin, helps us to understand the sentiments which dominated the soul of Archbishop Bonamie.

To my dear friends at Cahors... I was very happy to receive the letter which you sent me on the occasion of my feast. I am grateful to you for the feelings of affection and for your wishes in my behalf. My greatest consolation, after all that has happened, shall be to see all those who have remained devoted to me, and who have proven this by their holiness, zeal, and submission, and who through their devotion to the work prove their loyalty to the cause of order, truth and justice. You have given proof of this, my dear friends, and you shall bring down upon yourselves and upon our dear Congregation the blessings of  The One who loves justice and who despises deceit and error. Never forget, meanwhile, that charity is everything for the Christian and especially for the religious. Remember that without charity all else is nothing. Therefore, we must be constantly devoted to the practice of this virtue, loving God with all our hearts. Let us love, for God, not only those who agree with us in our views, opinions and sentiments, but also those who disagree with us. We must show them through our patience, forbearance and kindness, that the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary are the models which we strive to imitate.
CHAPTER V

RECAPITULATION


	In arriving at the end of this divided and troublesome period, one is happy to show that the Congregation kept the life-giving spirit which was planted in its heart by our founders as a fertile seed, that is, devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.

	The Congregation is their family, the religious are their children; one family "which is completely devoted to His Divine Heart, and to the Immaculate Heart of His Most Holy Mother." 

	In his very first circular letter, when the new Superior General requested prayers for the founders, he wrote: “both of them, dear brothers and sisters, have, so to speak, brought us forth in religion, since they have obtained for us the inestimable advantage of becoming the privileged children of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary."

	He asserts that in his circular letters his only wish was, "to say what the children of the Sacred Hearts should be, and what our institute should be." He requests that all pray before and during the General Chapter, "so that the Spirit of God might inspire all its members that they may agree to strengthen, in so far as in them lies, the work so enthusiastically started by our venerable founders." He exhorts all the religious with these eloquent words: "Prove by your spirit of obedience, by your detachment, that you are the children of the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary."

	He does not ignore the fact that the primary duty of children is to imitate their parents. Likewise, he recalls frequently that the end for which the institute was founded is to "follow the four ages of the life of our Savior Jesus Christ," not only in his exterior works, but in his virtues as well. Now, of these virtues, there is one which is most appropriate for the religious of the Sacred Hearts and that is simplicity." Indeed, this is its distinctive virtue. The founders have most clearly stated this fact. However, it is not the only one since it must be accompanied with kindness and humility. As Archbishop Bonamie states, "how could a heart which is unfamiliar with evangelical simplicity know how to propagate devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, the very models of simplicity, kindness and humility?" Still this is not all. There is another virtue which is more important, namely, charity; "remember that charity is everything...and that without charity all else is nothing."

	The religious of the Sacred Hearts, by the very fact of their vocation, have "a double role, that of adorers, and that of making reparation for the outrages committed against the Divine Majesty." As adorers, they are in a position "to weep, like Magdalen at the feet of the Divine Master, and like the beloved disciples, to repose tranquilly on his Heart." As a repairer, and in order to practice the crucified life of the Savior, it is necessary "to remain constantly in the state of a victim...to renounce self in order to follow Jesus Christ, never complaining even during the most sorrowful moments, except as did the agonizing Jesus, 'Heavenly Father, take this chalice from me, however, not my will but Thine be done.'”·

	Is it necessary to repeat the earnest exhortations of Archbishop Bonamie about the apostolate and his repeated assertions that the end of the institute is "that of propagating devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary?" We believe, however, that it is useful to recall that declaration made by the General Chapter to the Holy Father.

We are confident that, with God's help, we shall form but one heart and one mind, working together to obtain the glory of God, and to spread everywhere, even in pagan lands, devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary.

	We realize how precious and abundant are the fruits of this devotion for each religious, as well as for the entire institute. Most important of all is unity, so that all may be of but one mind and one heart. We have already seen this expressed in the declaration of the Chapter General. Archbishop Bonamie made it the subject of his most important circular letter.

We say then to each brother and to each sister in particular: do you wish to respond faithfully to your vocation and be worthy of the title of child of the Sacred Hearts? Then live in UNITY... We say to all the brothers and all the sisters in general: do you want this body, of which you are the members, to continue to exist and to grow? Then strive to maintain it in UNITY, for without this it can neither grow nor continue to exist. Consequently unity is necessary for each member, and unity is necessary for the whole body. 

	Peace is inseparable from unity. This was the desire of Archbishop Bonamie for all the religious in the year 1847.

May a holy and sweet peace be the lot of the children of the Sacred Hearts, that they might enjoy all the happiness, which results from well regulated authority, the faithful practice of obedience, and the constant observance of fraternal charity 

	This is also the advice which he gave to some of the brothers he believed had complained about him:

May those also return again to the Sacred Hearts and may they stop defaming a brother who loves them, and who, despite all his failings, believes that he, as a brother, has some small right to their affection.

	These benefits are not limited to individuals; they extend to the whole Congregation.

I am firmly convinced, he writes, that the Sacred Hearts will protect their family and make it prosper. 

	And in his circular letter of January 30, 1849, he states:
If then, without neglecting the human means prescribed by Christian prudence, we establish the  kingdom of God among us by the practice of fraternal charity, religious obedience, and fidelity to the rule, not only shall we be given that which we need, but under the constant protection of the Sacred Hearts, our Congregation will go on through the centuries, and its children will abound in all parts of the world. If the work of the Good Father and the Good Mother took shape in the midst of persecution, grew in the shadow of destruction, was strengthened in distress, prospered during adversity, accomplished much with little or no human assistance, gave much when it possessed little, this is only because it is the work of God. 

	It is true, therefore, that during this troublesome period of its life, the Congregation conserved the seed planted in its very heart by the founders, which seed was devotion to the Sacred Hearts. It must have been very much alive and well rooted in order to resist as it did the winds and ice of this winter of religion. And since this life was not stopped or paralyzed, but on the contrary, caused much activity and progress, we can expect to see this Divine seed springing up.

	Is it not, in effect, the beginning of the development of the doctrine of devotion to the Sacred Hearts and of their affinity with the Congregation, that the General Chapter decided to celebrate the feasts of the Sacred Heart of Jesus and of the Immaculate Heart of Mary "as the principal feasts of the institute?" Then too, does not the study of the virtue of simplicity and its profound relationship to the life of Our Lord, to the teachings of Sacred Scriptures and to the institute, considered "in its cradle, in the circumstances under which it was born, in the person of its founders and in the final aim which it proposes," point out the road to be followed in the exposition of the other characteristic virtues, such as charity, kindness, humility, etc.?

	But the strongest offspring of this seed, which was notably emphasized during this period of the life of the institute, was the Exterior Association of the Sacred Hearts. It is presented as an extension of the Congregation in the world, born simultaneously with the Congregation "in order to extend further and propagate more easily.., true devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, as it is approved by the Holy See."

	The association, therefore, has the same ends as the Congregation. This is expressed in these words which the new associate pronounces at the time of his consecration, to honor the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary all the days of my life; ... to make reparation for the crimes committed against them by sinners, through my practice of good works. As a sign of his incorporation in the Congregation and of his consecration, he is vested in the scapular of the Sacred Hearts, so that ... wearing it always, he may be worthy of becoming like the most tender Hearts of Jesus and Mary, and thus consummate his union with God.

	The rule reminds the associate, that they should not be content with exterior practices, but above all, they should strive to invoke upon themselves the blessings of God through the practice of Christian virtue. Let them never forget that their aim is to propagate true devotion to the Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary and to follow the four ages of the life of Our Lord Jesus Christ: his infancy, his hidden life, his evangelical life, and his crucified life.

	Such is the Exterior Association, a powerful auxiliary of the Congregation in the accomplishment of its ends. The Superior General wanted everyone to labor in it with great love and this is why he commanded in the rule:

	The Exterior Association shall therefore be erected wherever there are houses of the Congregation.

